
Premier 25-50 Tons

Unmatched efficiency 
Premier rooftop units offer class-leading standard 
efficiency levels and meet aggressive Department 
of Energy (DOE) 2023 energy efficiency standards 
with options to meet 2019 CEE highest tier ratings. 
Standard, uneven, tandem compressors provide up 
to 15 steps of staged control — the highest level of 
staging — resulting in greater up-front savings and 
improved comfort. Additional modulating options, 
including compressors, further improve efficiency.

 
Hassle-free specification 
Premier rooftop units are engineered to save 
money, right from the start, by combining the 
most complete range of factory options within 
a streamlined design process. Multiple supply and 
return airflow path configurations, modulating heat 
and refrigeration options and serviceability features 
are integrated within a selection tool that makes unit 
configuration and specification easier than ever. 

Best-in-class controls 
Premier rooftops get contractors off the job 
faster, with easier to use controls that include 
startup, commissioning and air balance wizards 
to simplify the process. In addition, Smart 
Equipment controls — with a full array of user-
adaptable parameters and seamless integration 
with our Verasys® building controls systems — help 
maximize control for greater efficiency, extended 
equipment life and reduced operating costs. 

 
Greater peace of mind  
We back Premier with industry-leading warranties. 
A 1-year parts warranty is standard on all Premier 
units, along with either an earned 6-month or 
earned 1-year promotional labor warranty (vs. 
the industry-standard 30-day labor warranty) 
when started by a certified contractor.
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Premier Rooftops: 25-50 Tons

From the Name You Trust  
Premier commercial rooftop units are designed, engineered and assembled in the United States by 
Johnson Controls, the name trusted for leadership in the HVAC category. With Premier rooftops, we 
deliver comfort with unmatched efficiency, hassle-free specification, best-in-class controls and class-

leading warranties. It’s what makes Premier rooftops the most flexible, dependable choice on the market today.
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Standard and optional feature highlights*  
Bold text indicates modulating feature.

*Refer to Tech Guide for complete list


